Multi-server single-message private information retrieval is studied in the presence of side information. In this problem, K independent messages are replicatively stored at N non-colluding servers. The user wants to privately download one message from the servers without revealing the index of the message to any of the servers, leveraging its M side information messages. For all coding schemes satisfying a symmetry condition, we prove a converse for multi-server single-message PIR with side information. Specifically, in this case, it is shown that the capacity is (1 +
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider N non-colluding servers each of which stores K independent messages. One user wants to download one message from those N servers, while it already has M messages as side information. The user generates and sends queries to the servers and each server replies coded messages as the user requests. Private information retrieval requires that none of the servers is able to infer any information about the index of the message which the user wants to download. We refer to this problem as Multi-server Single-message Private Information Retrieval with Side Information (MSPIR-SI). To solve the MSPIR-SI problem, we need to find the minimum number of required transmissions which should be sent to the user by the servers and the optimal coding schemes which can be used by the user to decode the demand message and reveals no information about the index of demand message to the servers.
A. Related Work
The Private Information Retrieval (PIR) problem was first introduced from the perspective of computational complexity [1] , [2] . In recent years, we have witnessed a proliferation of studies of the PIR problem from an information-theoretic point of view [3] , [4] , [5] . The original PIR problem is about a single user who wants to privately download one message from a database. To achieve information-theoretic privacy in this simple scenario, the user has to download all messages of the database. If one assumes that the database is stored in multiple servers, the problem becomes more interesting and has attracted considerable attention. By exploiting the advantages of replications of the database in multiple non-colluding servers, private information retrieval can be achieved without downloading all messages and the information-theoretic capacity of this problem is characterized in [4] . Many variations of PIR have been studied by ensuing work, including databases coded by erasure codes [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , partially colluding servers [5] , [12] , [13] , [14] , side information messages available at users [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] and multiple messages [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] .
The problem of PIR with side information was first studied in [15] , where the user wants to download one message from a single server while it already has some messages as side information. Two types of privacy were defined, (i) W -Privacy: only the index of the demand message should be private and (ii) (W, S)-Privacy: the indices of both the demand and the side information messages should be private. The minimum number of required transmissions and the optimal coding scheme for single-server cases for both W -Privacy and (W, S)-Privacy are found in [15] . For the multi-server extension of PIR with side information, the (W, S)-Privacy problem is solved in [18] . For the W -Privacy problem, a novel PIR coding scheme based on super-messages is proposed in [15] , though without proof of optimality.
B. Contribution
We define a symmetry condition for coding schemes for multi-server single-message PIR with side information. For all schemes satisfying this symmetry condition, we prove an information-theoretic converse bound for the capacity. The coding scheme proposed in [15] satisfies our symmetry condition and its performance matches our converse bound. Thus, our work establishes the capacity of the MSPIR-SI problem under the symmetry condition on the coding scheme, which is given by the formula
When N = 1, our result matches the capacity of single-server PIR with side information and W -Privacy characterized in [15] . When M = 0, our result matches the capacity of multi-server PIR without side information characterized in [4] . Note that the original MSPIR-SI problem remains open.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND NOTATIONS
Let [n] denote the set {1, . . . , n} for any positive integer n. For any subset S ⊆ [n], let X S denote the set {X i : i ∈ S}. In the problem of MSPIR-SI, we assume that there are N non-colluding servers, each of which stores all K messages, {X 1 , . . . , X K }. Each message is independent from others and has L bits, i.e,
The user wants to download one message with index W ∈ [K], which is referred to as the demand message, and has some side information messages indexed by S ⊂ [K] with |S| = M . We assume the servers only know the number (M ) of side information messages that the user has but do not know the indices of those side information messages. Suppose the demand message is uniformly chosen from all K messages and the M side information messages are uniformly chosen from the other K − 1 messages. The goal of the user is to download the demand message X W from the servers and reveal no information about W to any of the servers. To achieve this goal, the user generates and sends queries to the servers. Let Q
) denote the query which is generated for downloading message X W while having side information X S and sent to the j-th server 1 . Once the j-th server receives the query Q 
Let Q [W,S] denote the set of queries for index pair (W, S) and Q
denote the set of queries for server j and index pair (W, S). An PIR coding scheme is the set of all queries with positive probability to be chosen and sent to the servers and corresponding answering strings.
To successfully decode the demand message from the answers, the following retrieval condition (or correctness constraint) must be satisfied:
where
Additionally, PIR also requires that the servers should not be able to infer any information about the index of the demand message. Hence, the following privacy condition must be satisfied for each server:
where W and S denote the random variables for demand index W and side information indices S, respectively.
Definition 1 (Effective Side information).
For any PIR query q j sent to server j (∀j ∈ [N ]), define the effective side information set for any index Let D denote the total number of bits downloaded from the servers for any coding scheme satisfying the above requirements. The rate of such a coding scheme is defined as R = lim L→∞ L/D. The capacity is the supremum of all achievable rates. We use C(K, M, N ) to denote the capacity for MSPIR-SI problem with K messages, M side information messages and N servers.
III. MAIN RESULT
The main result of this paper is stated by the following theorem. Theorem 1. The capacity of symmetric multi-server single-message private information retrieval with side information is
We present the proof for the converse and achievability in the following subsections.
A. Necessary Condition
The privacy condition (5) can be shown to be equivalent to
Since the demand index W is uniformly distributed over all index {1, . . . , K}, we must have
Where q j is any valid query sent to server j and x [K] are the messages. Note that given Q
= q j and all messages
is deterministic. Thus, for any specific valid query q j ∈ Q and its corresponding answer string a j ∈ A, the server j should not be able to distinguish whether this (a j , q j ) are generated for decoding any two different indices.
Lemma 1. For any valid query
q j ∈ Q, for any W, W ′ ∈ [K], there exist S j ⊆ [K] \ {W } and S ′ j ⊆ [K] \ {W ′ } such that ∀K ⊆ [K] : H(A [W,Sj ] j |Q [W,Sj ] j = q j , X K ) = H(A [W ′ ,S ′ j ] j |Q [W ′ ,S ′ j ] j = q j , X K )(12)
B. Converse
Let W 0 = W denote the demand index and S 0 = S denote the set of side information indices and q 1:N denote any valid set of queries chosen from a symmetric PIR coding scheme. Then the total number of download bits (D) can be lower-bounded as follows.
Eqn. (15) is because H(X W0 |Q
only depends on Q 
We note that S 1,j , ∀j ∈ [N ] is determined by the query q j . Since q j 's are generated for decoding X W0 with X S0 as side information, the effective side information set S 1,j ∈ E qj (W 1 ) for index W 1 and server j can be chosen differently for each j. Taking summation over all j ∈ [N ] and dividing N at both sides, we can get
According to the definition of symmetric coding scheme, there exist N − 1 sets of queries with effective side information vectors which are cyclic shift of [V q1 , . . . , , V qN ] such that they all satisfy privacy and retrieval conditions and download the same number of bits from each server as q 1:N . Let us use q where
Therefore, for set of queries q {l} 1:N , the effective side information set for index W 1 and server j is S 1,[j−l]M and similarly we have
Taking summation for all l from 0 to N − 1 and dividing N at both sides, we have
By reorganizing the summation terms, we have
We note that q {j−n mod N } j ∀j ∈ [N ] are not designed to download W 1 , they are queries from different set of queries which are designed to download W 0 with S 0 as side information.
Lemma 2. For any query q j sent to server j (j ∈ [N ]) with effective side information vector V qj = [S 1,j , . . . , S K,j ] which is desgined to download X i with side information set X Si,j , there must exist another queryq j with the same effective side information vector which is designed to download Xî with side information set X Sî ,j such that
Proof. Upon receiving a query q j , the privacy constraint requires that the server j should not be able to distinguish which message is the demand message. Assuming the contradiction that if there does not exist any queryq j which has the same effective side information vector and was designed to download message Xî with side information set X Sî ,j , the server can compute the conditional entropy and conclude that Xî is not the demand message, which violates the privacy condition. Therefore, there must existq j such that the conditional entropy are the same as q j .
According to Lemma 2, there must exist queries q 
Therefore, we have
where ( * ) is because we relax the minimization from {S 1,1 , . . . , S 1,N } to all possible S 1 . For i ∈ [K − 1], define D i as follows.
Then we can rewrite Equation (31) as
Iteratively, we can use
Additionally, we assume that after T substitutions, we have
Hence, we have
Then, the total number of download bits is bounded by
. . .
Thus, to get the lower-bound, we need to minimize each
0 , we can get a lower-bound on each D i as follows.
Hence, each D i is a positive term and is lower-bounded by L. In order to get the lower-bound for D, we also need to minimize the number of terms D i for i = {1, . . . , T }. It is equivalent to maximize the size of W 0 . Since the total number of messages is K, to satisfy our assumption (33), we need
Hence, the lower-bound for the number of download bits is
The capacity of symmetric MSPIR-SI problem can be upper-bounded by
C. Achievability In [15] , Kadhe et al. present a Multi-Server W -PIR scheme for the problem of multi-server single-message private information retrieval with side information, which is based on their partition-and-coding scheme designed for single-server PIR with side information and the optimal coding scheme designed for multi-server PIR without side information proposed in [4] . The following Theorem was established in [15] .
Theorem 2 (Theorem 3 of [15] ). For the W -PIR-SI problem with N servers, each storing K messages, and side information size M such that (M + 1)|K, the capacity is lower bounded as
In this paper, we prove an information-theoretic converse for this formula. We also generalize the Multi-Server W -PIR scheme proposed in [15] to make it work when K cannot be divided by M + 1. In line with the terminology in [15] , we will refer to this scheme as the Partition-and-Coding scheme for Multi-Server. It can be broken down into the following steps:
1) The user first generates T =
K M+1
subsets. The first T − 1 subsets have size M + 1 and the last subset has size K − (T − 1)(M + 1).
2) The user randomly selects one subset to contain the demand message X W with probability proportional to the size of the subsets.
3) The user puts the side information messages in the selected subset until the subset is full 2 . 4) The user randomly distributes the other messages to the other subsets. 5) For each subset, the user generates a super-message (following the terminology in [15] ), which is simply the sum of all messages in the subset. 6) The user applies the PIR coding scheme for the case where there is no side information (exactly as in [4] ) on the super-messages and sends the queries to the servers. Proof. To see that the rate of the Partition-and-Coding scheme for Multi-Server indeed matches the claimed formula, we start by observing that a PIR scheme (without side information) using T super-messages requires 1 +
. Thus, if we let T = K M+1 , then the rate R of the Partition-and-Coding scheme for Multi-Server satisfies
which matches the upper-bound of the capacity previously shown in Equation (44). Hence, the Partition-and-Coding scheme for Multi-Server achieves the maximum rate. Next, we show that the retrieval condition is satisfied. The PIR coding scheme for multi-server without side information proposed in [4] guarantees that the super-message consisting of the demand message and the side information message can be successfully decoded. Since the super-message is the sum of all messages in the subset, given the side information messages in the subset, the only unknown is the demand message. Hence, the user can decode the demand message, which satisfies the retrieval condition.
Finally, we show that the privacy condition is also satisfied. For super-messages, the PIR coding scheme for the multi-server problem without side information (exactly as in [4] ) satisfies the privacy condition, which means the server cannot infer which super-message contains the demand message. Let ℘ i denote the subset of messages for constructing super-message Y i . Then, the probability for Y i to contain the demand message X W can be computed as
where W denotes the random variable for the demand index and A and Q are the answer strings and queries, respectively. Moreover, each message in the same subset has the same probability to be the demand message, i.e.,
Hence, ∀i ∈ [T ] and ∀X j ∈ ℘ i , the probability for X j to be the demand message given the answers and queries is
Therefore, from the server's perspective, each message has the same probability ( 1 K ) to be the demand message, which satisfies the privacy condition. 
2) The user randomly selects one subset from {℘ 1 , ℘ 2 , ℘ 3 } to contain the demand message X 1 with probability 
3) The user puts side information X 2 into the selected subset ℘ 2 , leading to:
4) The user randomly distributes the remaining messages to the other subsets. For example, suppose that the outcome of this process is
5) For each subset, a super-message is generated
6) For the current example with 2 servers and 3 super-messages, we now show that an optimal coding scheme can be implemented already with messages of length L = 2 3 = 8 bits. 3 That is, we have that ∀j ∈ [8] :
Following the standard method proposed in [4] 
